
LAAC: Weekly Leadership Update
October 5, 2018

Agenda
1. North Star: Long-Term Facilities Use Agreements

None.
2. North Star: Renewal Criteria & Performance Framework

None unrelated to this week’s LAAC and LA Regional Meeting
3. North Star: Authorizing Policy & Oversight

None.
4. Ad-Hoc North Star: BD5 Representation

To generate a working group of parents and charter leaders that is committed and 
invited, should we create a requirement for either a donation of $500 or a commitment 
of 5 volunteer shifts to join the PAC?

5. Legislative Advocacy
None unrelated to this week’s LAAC and LA Regional Meeting

6. Strike Preparedness
Should we disseminate the district’s volunteer form to parents/charter community 
members to help supervise kids and maintain safety at district sites during a strike? This 
was a suggestion raised by Ana Ponce.

7. Additional Updates: for this week
         LAAC Meeting 10/11

o Do you approve of the final meeting agenda, including proposed pre-reading 
and facilitators?

 Discuss GA section. Ana has agreed to facilitate. 
 We are waiting on the enrollment data release approval to finalize that 

section but believe we can send the agenda as-is. Do you agree?

Regional Meeting 10/11
o How would you like to structure the LAAC overview section (~10-15 minutes)?  

What would you like to cover?  What slides will you need? (see our proposal 
below)

 Re-introduction
 2017-18 wins
 New members
 New Priorities
 Sub-priorities
 Transition to Table Talks

o Did Rebecca confirm? Do you need us to follow up?
o What is your feedback on the table talk outlines? (coming Monday)
o Has Megan set up time for you to talk with Kelly?
o What else do you need to feel prepared for Thursday?

         Member to Member Support
o Cassy will bring in Jessie Newburn to discuss critical friends visits and CAO 

quarterly round tables after regional meeting. Does next week work or do we 
want to wait for Cristina to be back?

https://calcharters.box.com/s/o9o9mr8qc67xrsm390fki82b6xmoj3ma
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o Cassy will work next week to identify internal cross-team support for other 
requests like sharing salary schedules and will roll up next Monday.

Pre-Reading

North Star: Long-Term Facilities Use Agreements
Create a formal and sustainable system for long-term facilities use agreements between LAUSD and 
charter schools beginning in the 2019-20 school year, where long-term is defined to be petition co-
terminus or longer, by establishing a clear change in facilities policy.

 Current Strategy:
o Our strategy is to maximize opportunities aligned with LAUSD leadership (e.g., 

Superintendent Beutner and Board Vice President Melvoin) and their facilities-related 
priorities. In doing so, we will strategically challenge the District’s assertion that long-
term facilities use agreements are legally untenable under Prop 39 while expeditiously 
pursuing other viable paths toward implementing multi-year agreements.

 What Happened Last Week:
o LA RA, in conjunction with Facilities and Legal, worked toward determining the most 

favorable path to pursue for long-term FUAs out of the options presented in the district’s 
most recent legal memo and for which to discuss at length with Nick Melvoin and staff at 
the October 25 meeting. 

 What’s Happening Next Week:
o We will update the charter community on this priority during the LAAC meeting.

 Working Group Updates:
o No formal working group yet, but 2-3 LAAC members expressed interest in participating 

in the group during September’s LAAC meeting.

North Star: Renewal Criteria & Performance Framework
In the absence of updated statewide criteria, secure LAUSD charter renewal criteria that prioritizes 
student academic outcomes and – only when necessary – considers multiple measures but does not 
substitute academic achievement with non-academic outcome measures of limited value.
Secure a performance framework that lays the foundation for system-wide school improvement through 
a similar focus on student academic achievement. At a minimum, charter renewal criteria will remain 
protected as LAUSD adopts a performance framework for all public schools.

 Current Strategy:
o We will continue to document the need for consistent feedback and pushback on 

unreasonable benchmarks at CSD and with Board Members. We will influence the 
performance framework through District working groups, direct conversations with the 
superintendent’s team, and with our Board members to ensure that academic outcomes 
are the core of any performance framework that influences renewal. 

 What Happened Last Week:
o Cassy met with the consultants supporting the superintendent. We also expressed 

concern to Board Member Gonez’s office about the lack of direction in the working 
group, which her office shared. They promised to push that group to outline clear 
objectives and concrete proposals to solicit our feedback.

 What’s Happening Next Week:
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o Regional Meeting roundtables will solicit charter leader feedback on elements of the 
performance framework. Kelly Gonez will address this at regional meeting. We will 
attend the next performance framework group Thursday.

 Working Group Updates:
o [Keith]

North Star: Authorizing Policy & Oversight
Fundamentally improve the authorization and oversight experience for LA charter schools and the 
relationship between authorizer and charter schools in LA by securing structural reforms at LAUSD. In 
addition, continue to monitor OIG activity as it relates to LAUSD authorized charter schools.

 Current Strategy:
o Our strategy is to build the case that CSD fails to efficiently and competently implement 

existing authorization and oversight policy and support a call for systemic structural and 
personnel within CSD.

 What Happened Last Week:
o After several charter schools raised concerns about the short notice the District gave 

last week for the submission of quarterly oversight information and documents, LA RA 
successfully negotiated with the District’s Charter Schools Division for a reasonable 
extension of time (~1 week).

 What’s Happening Next Week:
o We will share critical updates with the broad charter community at Thursday’s Los 

Angeles regional meeting. 
 Working Group Updates:

o No formal working group yet, but 1-2 LAAC members expressed interest in participating 
in the group during September’s LAAC meeting.

Ad-Hoc North Star: BD5 Representation
Maintain a kids-first local authorizing environment by securing: 1) interim appointment of a 
representative who supports the Superintendent and aligned board members; and 2) A special election 
primary in March; 3) LAAC alignment with a PAC.

 Current Strategy:
 LA RA is working with CCSA’s Civic Affairs, Operations, and Organizing teams to prepare 

for the March 5 primary election. 
 What Happened Last Week:

 We settled on a tentative timeline for the candidate endorsement process, with a C3 
candidate forum likely occurring on November 14 and PAC interviews occurring on 
December 3. We reached out to schools and leaders in BD5 to expand the number of 
schools where we can show candidates the face of the charter movement.  

 What’s Happening Next Week:
 We will hold further discussions on the makeup of the PAC next week, and we will begin 

outreach to find event spaces for the forum and interviews. 
 PAC Updates:

 We began explicit conversations about the ratio of school leaders/parents/external 
partners on the PAC this week. A barrier to entry fee of $500 or 5 volunteer shifts was 
proposed for PAC members to ensure greater commitment to the campaign. 
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Ad-Hoc North Star: Strike Preparedness
Maintain a kids-first local authorizing environment by securing: 1) interim appointment of a 
representative who supports the Superintendent and aligned board members; and 2) A special election 
primary in March; 3) LAAC alignment with a PAC.

 Current Strategy:
o LA RA is monitoring mediation while helping schools answer operations questions to stay 

open during a strike. 
 What Happened Last Week:  

 This week, we convened a meeting on the strike between charter leaders and district 
personnel, including Superintendent Beutner, members of the district’s operations staff, 
and CSD representatives. District staff gave a presentation on their preparation 
guidelines to LAUSD principals, including an update by L.A. School Police detailing plans 
for responses on district and co-located campuses. Following the meeting, we sent out 
resources to schools including baselines guidance on picketing and a guide for dealing 
with the media on school sites. 

 On Thursday, we issued a statement responding to UTLA’s charges that it was 
inappropriate for Superintendent Beutner to meet with charter leaders.

 We convened a standing member call on Thursday to convey updates on mediation, the 
resources we sent out, the Tuesday meeting, and to ask for information. Ana Ponce 
asked whether we could help the district to staff their campuses through community 
volunteers.

 What’s Happening Next Week? 
 We continue to monitor mediation, monitor/respond to UTLA’s attacks in the media, and 

maintain lines of communication with the Superintendent and Board Offices to ensure 
we are not bargained. We are updating resources as needed and plan to hold the 
standing member call on Thursdays until the labor dispute is resolved. 


